
We are authentically from



If you are looking for beautiful locations to 

shoot, unique landscapes, where you can 

enjoy completely - all in one place... 

Welcome to Montenergo.
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Fellow filmmakers, 

 Montenegro, the lovely small country, is more and more known as the fastest growing tourist 
destination (Montenegro, according to CNN, topped the list of “Travel + Leisure’s up-and-coming destinations). 
The magazine recommends the small country for its “untouched white sands and time-capsule medieval villages” 
(source: CNN). 

 A still pretty unknown place in the southern part of the Mediterranean is often referred to as the 
“Hidden Pearl of the Mediterranean”. For its size, Montenegro is a country of quite an amazing diversity. Roughly, 
Montenegro can be divided into three regions – Adriatic aria with long send beaches, nice lagoons, amazing 
Boka bay and sleepy baroque cities; Central part with Skadar lake, rainforests, mountain rivers and North of 
Montenegro with  georgeus mountains, the highest canjons, high cliffs, moonscapes, deep forests . Each of them 
offers a specific combination of natural beauty and cultural treasures. 

 From early 60’s, many film & TV crews from all over the world that come to shoot in Montenegro are 
confirming our claim: that there isn’t a place on earth where on a smaller surface (only 14.000 km2, the distance 
between the most northern point and southern point is less than 200 km) you can find locations which can 
be used as the Atlantic, Fjords of Norway, baroque cities of the Mediterranean, Asian lakes, dramatic cliffs, 
mountains of the Alps, Canadian rainforests, forests of New Zealand, the tallest bridges in Europe, the deepest 
canyons, wild rivers, etc. 

 With this presentation we would like to get you a little bit closer to the natural resources of Montenegro, 
and to introduce you to the company ARTIKULACIJA PRODUCTION that deals with location scouting and 
production services for film and commercial production. Filming potential of locations attracts many foreign 
production companies to present themselves as domestic. But, ARTIKULACIJA PRODUCTION, as the first 
independent production company in Montenegro, is in constant effort to content each foreign production crew 
with its full production services, which are permanently being improved by continuous work. Our company is 
well known for projects done due to mutual assistance with public institutions as well as private partners, 
which we accomplished throughout 10 years of experience. Success of these projects brought credibility in 
Montenegro and region, therefore, many future partners and clients. It’s a production company that realizes the 
most of its income through collaborating with foreign productions that have already recognized the potentials 
of Montenegro. 

 We can help you with full production services such as all about locations, qualified production personnel 
from Montenegro and region, access to equipment and post-production facilities in region.

Our wish is to become recognized in the world as a prestigious destination for film and TV crews. 

Ivan Djurovic
ARTIKULACIJA PRODUCTION
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1. Natural locations – from wild nature, mountain wreaths, forests, wild rivers, deep canyons, warm sea, beautiful 
coast and sandy beaches, one of the most beautiful fjords in the world - the Bay of Kotor, old baroque towns, 
Kotor and Perast, Budva with its luxurious hotels. 

2. Low price of the equipment, an experienced team from whole region, low accommodation costs, low staff’s 
costs, low construction costs, reliable workforce. 

3. In the other hand, Montenegro has developed a luxury tourism which include hotels with 5+ stars, where has 
been a lot of famous Hollywood  stars such as Sophia Loren, Sylvester Stallone, Jeremy Irons, Brad Pitt, Angelina 
Jolie, Michael Douglas, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Tom Cruise...  Also, you can find in Montenegro a lot of luxury villas 
on the small and private piece of land- on the south as well on the north side.

4. The state has almost no restrictions about shooting permits and they are obtained very fast, in two or three 
days. There are no state fees for shootings, and only some municipalities have them. 

5.  The local population is very friendly towards film crews, and they are collaborative when it comes to renting 
private locations etc. 

Why Montenegro?

Lord Byron wrote: “At the mo-
ment of the creation of our plan-
et, the most beautiful merging 
of land and sea occurred at the 
Montenegrin seaside...…When the 
pearls of nature were sown, an a 
abundance of them were strewn 
all over this area...…”
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In the mornings it’s possible to shoot at the Adriatic seacoast, then at 
the Skadar Lake, and in the evening in the mountains. Only Montenegro 
can offer it, on such a small area - such variety of landscape.

Where to shoot?

Location:
Southeast of the coastal area

The city of the far south is Ulcinj, with all kinds of natural potential. Once a pirate harbour at the entrance to 
the Adriatic sea, has one of the most beautiful beach “Long Beach”, which is the longest beach at the Adriatic 
sea – 13 km long. Ada Bojana – unique river island on the estuary, with marvelous sandy beaches, is also near. 

Such climate means an abundance of light and warmth, with 2.700 sunny hours per year. Ulcinj is for sure one 
of the sunniest places of the Adriatic coast.

The summers in Ulcinj are pleasant, and are not too warm, because for the constant flow of air, in that town 
there are very few tropical days. Sunbathing and swimming in Ulcinj lasts for 6 months, from May until ctober. 
Winters in Ulcinj are mild, snow rarely falls, and the air temperatures is only 10°C. Springs as well as autumns 
come pretty early and are mostly warm with moderate temperatures both of air and sea (in the spring the 
temperature is 14 and in the autumn it is 17°C). 

Transport and connection:
Ulcinj is connected with the rest of Montenegro by two-lane highways. It is connected with other coastal towns 
by the Adriatic Highway . There are regular and frequent bus lines.Reaching inland is made possible by detouring 
from The Adriatic Highway at Budva or Sutomore (through Sozina tunnel).As of today, there are no airports in the 
city of Ulcinj. However, nearby airports in Tivat and Podgorica are both around 70 km away. 

Hotels:
From 2 to 4 stars hotels

Ulcinj



Location
The Bay of Kotor (Boka Kotorska)

The old Mediterranean port of Kotor is in the heart of amazing Boka bay, surrounded by an mountain massive 
and  impressive city wall built by the Republic of Venice and the Venetian influence remains dominant among 
the architectural influences. The Old City of Kotor is a well preserved urbanization typical of the Middle Ages, 
built between the 12th and 14th century.

Medieval architecture and numerous monuments of cultural heritage have made Kotor UNESCO listed “World 
Natural and Historical Heritage Site”. Through the entire city the buildings are criss-crossed with narrow streets 
and squares. At one of them there is the Cathedral of Sveti Tripun , a monument of Roman culture and one of 
the most recognizable symbols of the city. The Church of Sveti Luka (13th century), Church Sveta Ana (12th 
century), Church Sveta Marija (13th century), Church Gospe od Zdravlja (15th century), the Prince’s Palace (17th 
century) and the Napoleon Theatre (19th century) and old captain houses are just part of the rich heritage of 
Kotor.

Transport and connection
Kotor is connected to the Adriatic Highway  and the rest of the coast and inland Montenegro by Vrmac Tunnel. 
Inland is reachable by detouring from Adriatic Highway at Budva or Sutomore (through Sozina tunnel). There 
are regular and frequent bus lines. There is also a historic road connecting Kotor with Cetinje, which offers 
spectacular views of Kotor bay. Tivat Airport is 9 kilometres away and Podgorica Airport is 85 kilometres away. 

Hotels
From 2 to 5 stars hotels

Kotor
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Location
The Bay of Kotor (Boka Kotorska)

Perast is a sleepy baroque place situated a few kilometers northwest of Kotor. The most beautiful buildings in 
this small city were built during the 17th and 18th centuries. At that time seafaring was growing and captains 
built magnificent villas that even today capture you with their beauty. Perast abounds in sacred monuments, 
such as Church of  St. Nicola built between the 15th and 17th century, the Parish church (1740.),  the island in 
front of Perast where there is church Sv. Djordje (12th  century) is located and Gospa od Skrpjela, baroque church 
built on top of artificial island in 1630..

Transport and connection
Perast is situated 11 km northwest of Kotor. Kotor is connected to the Adriatic Highway  and the rest of the 
coast and inland Montenegro by Vrmac Tunnel. Inland is reachable by detouring from Adriatic motorway at 
Budva or Sutomore (throughSozina tunnel). There are regular and frequent bus lines. There is also a historic road 
connecting Kotor with Cetinje, which offers spectacular views of Kotor bay. Tivat Airport is 20 kilometres away 
and Podgorica Airport is 95 kilometres away. 

Hotels
From 3 to 5 stars hotels

Perast



Location
Coastal area, Budva Riviera 

Budva is the metropolis of Montenegrin tourism thanks to the great number of beaches that make this a most 
desirable tourist destination. The Budva coast is 21 km long with 17 beaches. It is among the most beautiful 
coasts in the world and its beauty will not leave you indifferent. Much of the architecture in the Old Town is of 
Venetian design. Doors, hinges, windows, balconies and many other small but noticeable things seem to hold the 
Roman style of the Republic of Venice. There are also three main churches in the old town. The first is St. Ivan’s 
which was built in the 7th  century, second St. Mary’s of Punta dating from 840 and the third, The Holy Trinity, 
which was built in 1804. The Venetian walls of the Old town are a famous tourist attraction.

Transport and connection
Budva is connected to inland Montenegro by two-laned highways. There are two ways to reach Budva from 
Podgorica - either through Cetinje, or through the Sozina tunnel . Either way, Podgorica, the capital and main road 
junction in Montenegro, is around 60 km away. Budva is connected to the rest of coastal towns of Montenegro 
by the Adriatic Highway, which extends from Ulcinj in the far south to Herceg Novi, and on to Croatia. Tivat 
Airport is 20 km away. Podgorica Airport is 65 km away.

Hotels
From 2 to 5+ stars hotels

Budva
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Location
Seaside resort in west; 5 kilometres southeast of Budva, on the Budva Riviera

Sveti Stefan, a town – hotel, is located on an island connected to the mainland by a narrow strip that has two 
red colored sandy beaches. It used to be a tidal island, but is now permanently connected to the mainland by a 
narrow isthmus. Sveti Stefan was featured on cover of prestigious National Geographic Traveler (edited once in 
decade), which beside Sveti Stefan, features Montenegro among the “50 Places of a Lifetime”. Originally built 
by traders and fishermen in the 15th century it became town-hotel in 1960. Many famous persons have visited 
Budva and Sveti Stefan, like Sophia Loren, Monica Vitti, Willie Brandt, Bobby Fischer, Sylvester Stallone, Claudia 
Schiffer, Brad Pitt, Angelina Jolie, Jeremy Irons, Catherine Zeta Jones, Michael Douglas, Madonna, Rolling 
Stones… 

Transport and connection
Sveti Stefan is connected to Budva mainland by a narrow isthmus which is 5 kilometers long. Budva is connected 
to inland Montenegro by two-laned highways. There are two ways to reach Budva from Podgorica - either 
through Cetinje, or through the Sozina tunnel . Either way, Podgorica, the capital and main road junction in 
Montenegro, is around 60 km away. Budva is connected to the rest of coastal towns of Montenegro by the 
Adriatic Highway, which extends from Ulcinj in the far south to Herceg Novi, and on to Croatia. Tivat Airport is 
25 km away. Podgorica Airport is 70 km away. 

Hotels
From 3 to 5+ stars hotels

Sveti Stefan
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Location
Lake is located in Zeta – Skadar valley and is surrounded by mountains and 7 km far from Adriatic Sea. Two Thirds 
of Lake of Skadar is in Montenegro and rest one third is in Albania. 

Depending of level of water space of Lake varies from 530 to 370 km2 it is considered 44 km long and 14 km 
wide. Coast line is very cut especially in north – west side. Low valley of north part of Lake is often flooded. The 
silence of Lake Skadar the biggest lake in the Balkans is disturbed only by the gentle flight of the birds, as there 
is an abundance of them there. Lake of Skadar is one of the last fresh water spaces and largest national park in 
Montenegro and the most famous for its diversity of flora and fauna. Lake itself is unusual for mutual vicinity of 
different living areas and their chain of feeding. In region of Lake of Skadar there are 20 monasteries, churches, 
villages, fortresses and sacred monuments. This lake is witness of Montenegrin history from 11th century up to 
now. Around Lake itself there are 18 important historic monuments. 

Transport and connection
On the shore of Lake Skadar is located Virpazar, a small town. It is a stop on the Belgrade - Bar railway. There is 
also bus line from all parts of the country, through Podgorica, or Bar (seacost). Podgorica Airport is 25 km away. 
Tivat Airport is 65 km away. 

Hotels
Hotels in Podgorica: from 2 to 4 stars

Skadar Lake
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Durmitor
Location
The Park is located at wide mountain region in North West of Montenegro, limited by rivers Piva and Tara 
between which there are 23 mountain tops over 2300 m of altitude. 

The Park is located at wide mountain region in North West of Montenegro, limited by rivers Piva and Tara 
between which there are 23 mountain tops over 2300 m of altitude. Durmitor mountain is the most popular 
shooting location in Montenegro! A lot of foreign film crews have been impressed with the completely unusual 
and attractive locations (from moonscapes, rainforest, wild rivers, high canyons and cliffs…)

Region of Durmitor is the most important part of Dinaric range of mountains characterized by high tops (the 
highest top in Montenegro – Bobotov Kuk: 2522 m), abundant forests and deep gorges. Park is 39000 acres large 
and includes 82 km of canyon of the Tara with altitude of 1600 m above level of the River. Durmitor mountain 
range is for the most part located in Zabljak municipality. Zabljak is the highest town in the Balkans. It is 
situated at an altitude of 1456 m, in the very centre of the giant Durmitor mountain range and represents a most 
attractive destination for winter tourism. In the close vicinity there is the deepest canyon in Europe (second 
deepest canyon in World, after Colorado canyon, USA), the magnificent canyon of the river Tara. Canyon of Tara 
is the largest in Europe and has over 1500 kinds of flora and 130 kinds of birds. The most prominent attractions 
of Durmitor are 18 glacial lakes, best known being Crno Lake. During the winter, main activities on Durmitor 
are skiing and, increasingly, snowboarding. In the summer, the activities shift to hiking, mountaineering and 
recreational tourism. Since 1980. Park and canyon of Tara are under protection of UNESCO. In 1977. canyon was 
proclaimed world ecological reserve. Large number of 314 protected animals in Montenegro, including 163 kinds 
of birds, lives in region of Durmitor. Seven zones of Park are among special protected areas (ICUM): uncut forest 
of fir, black pine at Crna Poda, Canyon of Susica, region of lake Barno, region of Lake Zaboljsko, Canyon of Tara 
and milling stream. 

More than 10 different landscapes for shooting, old stone bridges about 156m height, bungee jumps are ready!

Transport and connection
The road from Podgorica to the Park usually takes you through canyon of Moraca to Mojkovac and then to Za-
bljak. Also, there is a new, shorter road which is in great condition, and it takes about 2 hours to Zabljak from 
Podgorica. Considering that there is no functional airport near, there is no air transport to Zabljak. There is bus 
line from Podgorica to Pljevlja and Zabljak. There is also a train station Mojkovac on the railway line Bar-Belgrade.  

Hotels
From 2 to 4 stars hotels
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Location
Biogradska Gora is located in the mountainous region of Bjelasica in the central part of Montenegro between the 
rivers Tara and Lim, and is surrounded by three municipalities: Kolasin, Berane and Mojkovac.

Biogradska Gora is a forest and a national park in Montenegro within Kolasin municipality. Biogradska Gora hosts 
a wild forest and the magnificent canyon of the river Tara, just another element of the numerous miracles of 
nature, which was truly generous when Montenegro was created. Contrasting and stunning, Montenegro brings 
the sea to the giant mountains and wakes up the sleepy lakes with the fast and potable waters of its rivers. 
The National Park is 54 km² in area. Basic elements of the Park are: untouched forest, large mountain slopes 
and tops over 2,000 meters high, six glacial lakes, five at an altitude of 1,820 meters and one easy accessible 
low land lake located at the very entrance to the park, Biogradsko Lake. Swift streams cut through scenery of 
Biogradska Gora, green pastures and clear lakes reflecting centennial forests. The Park is renowned as a unique 
geomorphological region and, as such, it is attractive for scientific research. The national park abounds in cultural 
and historic heritage consisting of sacral monuments national building and archeological localities. Numerous 
authentic buildings of traditional architecture are found throughout the pastures and villages next to the virgin 
forest reserve on the Bjelasica mountain range.

Transport and connection
Park is located by railway Bar-Beograd and highway Podgorica-Beograd. Train stops at stations Kolasin and 
Mojkovac where local train takes passengers to stations between these two towns. Train does not stop at 
entrance of the Park. There is also regular bus transport. 

Hotels:
Hotels in Kolasin: from 2 to 4 stars

Biogradska Gora / Tara
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Prokletije
Location
“The most inexplicable, the most unapproachable and the wildest mountain range on Balkan peninsula and, after 
Alps, in Europe. Southern Alps of Europe!”

The Prokletije mountains starting from a margin of the Skadar–Zeta plain ending up with the complex of highest 
massifs of Bogicevica all the way to the passes of Čakor and Rugova, about 70 km long, where the highest 
mountain peaks rise. In some way, they are a barrier to the coastal mountains. The Prokletije mountains are 
one of the highest and without doubt most hyperkarstic mountain ranges of the Balkan Peninsula whose white 
naked karstic and jagged ridges and peaks, build form limestone and dolomite show many cirques that create 
an imposing wild image which sends shivers and fear to visitors. Prokletije is surely one of the last mountains in 
Europe that has not been discovered entirely yet, one of the most enclosed, most reserved and most romantic 
places in Europe. Relief is indented with numerous peaks, gorges, steep slopes, river valleys, waterfalls, alpine 
type and other natural phenomena. Among these, the following zones: Karanfilsko-Bjelički (most rugged part of 
the area, with numerous peaks over 2,000 meters above sea level); Visitorsko; Zone Bogićevica; Zone Bora and 
Kofiljaće; Elderly Zavojska-zone. A real jewel of this majestic mountain range is Grebaljsko-doljska valley, which 
is about ten kilometers long glacial valley southwest from Gusinje.

Hridsko Lake is one of the most beautiful lakes in Montenegro. Hridsko Lake or “The Lake of Happiness” is 
located in the northwest of Prokletije at nearly 2,000 m above sea level. It is believed that bathing in its clear 
water brings health and happiness in marriage, so visitors usually make a wish and throw a small piece of 
jewellery in it - for luck! 

In the center of attention is mountain massive Karanfile, where is at about 4 km distance concentrated more 
than ten peaks over 2000 meters of height.  In contrast to this wild and dangerous mountains Karanfili,  on the 
right side of the valley are much more  pleasant and reachable Volušnica and Popadija.

The highest mountain peak of the mountain range Prokletije is Zla Kolata – 2,536 m.

Transport and connection
The largest city in the mountains Prokletije is Plav. The best road from there is Podgorica-Kolašin-Andrijevica-
Plav (130 km, about two and a half hours drive) and Podgorica-Mojkovac-Berane-Andrijevica Plav (200 km, 
about three hours drive). There is also regular bus transport

Hotels
Hotels in Plav and Gusije: from 2 to 4 stars



Komovi
Location
Komovi range is situated in the eastern part of Montenegro and it stretches between the farthest upstream 
parts of the Lim river to the east and the Tara river on the west, to Drcka river to the north and Prokletije with 
mount Planica to the south. 

Together with Durmitor range and Prokletije range, Komovi range belongs to the group of the three most im-
pressive and most magnificent mountain ranges of Montenegro and also of Dinaric Alps. The highest peaks of 
Komovi mountain are: Kucki Kom (2487 m), Ljevorijecki Kom (2469 m, north peak of Kucki Kom) and Vaso-
jevicki Kom (2460 m). A tame village Konjuhe is located on the east side in the vicinity on the foot of Komovi 
mount, in the valley of the Peruchica river. Mountain massif Komovi sharply rises from that place at the 
altitude of 850m as a gigantic mountain pyramid.
Komovi mountain fascinates everyone with its diversity of natural attractions. Komovi peaks are encircled with 
cuttings formed around springs in pre-glacial water sources. 

Transport and connection
The nearest town is Kolasin, which is 23 km away. Podgorica is 70 km away from Kolasin, and it’s connected 
by railway and road. You can road Kolasin-Matesevo-Komovi, which is 23 km long. Podgorica Airport is nearest, 
and its 85 km away from Kolasin (108 km away from Komovi).

Hotels
Hotels in Kolasin: from 2 to 4 stars
Hotels in Andrijevica: 3 stars
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Location
Southwest of the country; rocky region of Dinaric Alps. The Mount Lovcen rises from the borders of the Adriatic 
basin closing the long ang twisting bays of Boka Kotorska and making the hinterland to the coastal town of 
Kotor. Slopes of Lovcen rise from coastal region of Budva and west part of Cetinje. Park is bordered on South 
with highway Budva-Cetinje and on North with old Kotor road. 

National Park encompasses the central and the highest part of Lovcen mountain massif and covers an area of 
62.20 km². It was proclaimed a national park in 1952. Besides Lovcen’s natural beauties, the national park was 
established to protect rich historical, cultural and architectural heritage of the area.
Lovcen’s area abounds in numerous elements of national construction. The old houses and village guvna are 
authentic as well as the cottages in katuns – summer settlements of cattlebreeders.A particular architectural 
relic worth mentioning is Lovcen’s serpentine road winding uphill from Kotor to the village of Njeguši, where the 
birth house of Montenegrin royal family of Petrovic  is situated. The biggest and most important monument of 
Lovćen national park is Petar II Petrovic Njegos’ Mausoleum. 

Transport and connection
Lovcen is 10 km away from Cetinje - historical and cultural center and Old Royal capital. There is bus transportation 
among Cetinje, Bar, Budva and Podgorica. Podgorica Airport is 45 km away. Tivat Airport is 31 km away. 

Hotels
Hotels in Kotor: from 2 to 5 stars
Hotels in Cetinje: from 2 to 3 stars

Lovćen - Cetinje
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Location
Podgorica’s favourable position in the center of Montenegro, at the confluence of the Ribnica and Moraca rivers 
and the meeting point of the fertile Zeta Plain and Bjelopavlici Valley has encouraged settlement. The city is 
close to winter ski centres in the north and seaside resorts on the Adriatic Sea.

Podgorica (lit. “under the small hill”), is the capital and largest city of Montenegro . Some three kilometers 
north-west from Podgorica lie the ruins of Doclea, a town known in Greek, pre-Roman and Roman times. In 
contrast to most of Montenegro, Podgorica lies in a mainly flat area at the northern end of the Zeta plain. The 
only exceptions are hills which overlook the city. The most significant is Gorica Hill (107 m), which rises above 
the city centre. 

Podgorica’s mixture of architectural styles reflects the turbulent history of the city and country: as one régime 
replaced another, the corresponding style was introduced. As part of the Ottoman Empire Podgorica has many 
examples of Turkish architecture. The oldest parts of the city, Stara Varos (Old town) and Drac are typical of 
this, with two mosques, a Turkish clock tower and narrow, winding streets. When the city was incorporated to 
Montenegro, the urban core shifted to the other bank of the Ribnica River, where the town developed in a more 
European style: wider streets with anorthogonal layout. Also, basic design is typical of Eastern bloc countries. 
All that part of the city on the right bank of the Moraca River was built this way. Even the empty spaces in the 
city centre were filled with near-brutalist structures. A major advance in Podgorica architecture began in the 
late 1990s and, since then, the face of the city has changed rapidly. Residential and business construction are 
proceeding rapidly, incorporating contemporary glass-and-steel architectural trends. In an effort to create a 
recognizable and modern state capital, city officials are routing significant investments in city’s public spaces. 
Thus, the city has gained entirely new squares, parks and monuments. New landmarks include the Hristovog 
Vaskrsenja orthodox temple and the Millennium Bridge, the main feature of the Podgorica skyline. Podgorica 
today is transforming rapidly from a featureless town to a modern European capital.

Transport and connection
Podgorica’s location in central Montenegro makes it a natural hub for rail and road transport.
Sozina tunnel (4.2 km) shortened the journey from Podgorica to Bar (Montenegro’s main seaport) to under 30 
minutes.
The current main transit connections of Podgorica are:
•  north (E65, E80), towards Belgrade and on to Central Europe
•  west (E762), towards Nikšić, Bosnia and on to Western Europe
•  south (E65, E80) towards the Adriatic coast
•  east (E762), towards Albania
Podgorica is a hub of X-shaped Montenegrin rail network. The Belgrade - Bar line converges with the line to 
Niksic  and  line to Skadar at the Podgorica Rail Station. The station itself is located 1.5 km to the southeast of 
the main city square. Podgorica’s main railway link (for both passenger and freight traffic) is Belgrade - Bar. 
Podgorica Airport is 10 km south of the city center and is Montenegro’s main international airport.

Hotels
From 2 to 4 stars hotels

Podgorica
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There are many hotels in major cities and resorts that 
have been updated to international standards. Most 
hotels are simple, but also very inexpensive. Quality 
and rates are in line with those across Europe; cheaper 
but comfortable hotels, private guest houses, hotels 
and campsites are also available. 

We recommend:

Splendid (Becici, Budva) 
Montenegro Stars Hotel Group
Hotel Splendid – Conference and Spa Resort
85315 Becici, Montenegro
Tel: +382 (0)33 773 777
Fax: +382 (0)33 773 757
Website: www.montenegrostars.com 

General Information
Number of rooms: 322
Number of apartments: 12

Sveti Stefan (Budva) 
General Information 
Number of suites: 50
Sveti Stefan 85315, Montenegro
Tel: (382) 33 420 000

Fax: (382) 33 420 222 
E-mail: amansvetistefan@amanresorts.com
www.amanresorts.com

Bianca Resort & Spa (Kolasin) 
Mirka Vesovica
81210 Kolasin, Montenegro
Tel: +382 (0)20 863 000
Fax: +382 (0)20 863 159
Website: www.biancaresort.com

General Information 
Number of rooms: 102
Number of apartments: 12

Polar star (Zabljak)
Borje bb, Zabljak
Tel: +382 (0)67 609 444
Website: www.polarstar.me

General Information
Number of rooms: 6
Number of apartments: duplex apartments 6
classic apartments 6
VIP villas: 3
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We advise you to contact Artikulacija Production. We can help you with advice, contacts and production services 
such as locations, qualified production personnel from Montenegro and region, access to equipment and post-
production facilities in region and assistance with the shooting permits. We offer: full production service, local 
resource listings, information on applicable legislation, extensive photo library of location photos, referrals to 
qualified production personnel, services and accommodations, weather information, contact for filming on 
private land, assistance with state’s and local permits.

Montenegro is connected to the world through road, railway, maritime and air transportation. You can select 
the manner that suits you best in order to get to Montenegro. You can reach Montenegro by air through 3 
international airports: Podgorica, Tivat and Cilipi (located near Dubrovnik, in the Republic of Croatia). 
The timetable of flights is subject to change and depends on the season; we suggest that you visit the official 
web sites of the airline companies you wish to use. There are several hundred planes that land at the Podgorica 
and Tivat airports every day during the high season, with visitors from around the world.  

A large number of passenger ships docks in the port of Bar (regular ferries to Bari and Ancona, Italy) and the many 
marinas along the whole coastal zone are ready to welcome small and medium size yachts.

Once you come to Montenegro, you can use the services of various rent-a-car companies with whom we 
cooperate on regular basis. There is an increasing number of small agencies which use modern vehicles for 
transport.
 
During the summer season there are scheduled bus lines from Cilipi airport (Dubrovnik - Republic of Croatia) to 
all tourist destinations along the Montenegrin littoral. 
 
Roads condition in Montenegro
There is a considerable covering of tarred roads of various categories in Montenegro. The most important roads 
are in a good condition. 

How to shoot?

How to come to Montenegro?



The terrain contrasts are also related with the climate. While we have Mediterranean climate at the Montene-
grin coast, in the nearest hinterland, only a couple of kilometers, we have continental climate. The Dinaric Alps 
range with the mounts of Orijen, Lovcen and Rumija rises steeply above the coast and like a giant backdrop 
prevents the coastal climate from penetrating to the continental region.

Coastal Climate
The coastal belt stretches narrowly by the Adriatic Sea from Herceg Novi on the west to the mouth of the river 
Bojana on the east. It is separated from the hinterland by mountain ranges that at some points rise up to 1700 
meters and prevent the influence of the sea on the continental region. In the coastal zone the average tem-
peratures in July vary from 23,4°C to 25,6°C. The summers are usually long and dry, and the winters short and 
mild. The average number of solar hours per year at the seaside is 2500, and the extreme case is with Ulcinj 
with 2700 solar hours annually.

Continental Climate
In the central part of Montenegro, in the region of Zeta and Bjelopavlici plain, the temperatures in July are 
26.4°C (Podgorica) and 25.4°C (Danilovgrad). The absolute temperature maximum sometimes reaches 40°C. 
Through the valley of Bojana, over the basin of the Skadar Lake and up the canyon of the river Moraca, a stron-
ger warm airwave succeeds in passing to Podgorica, which makes Podgorica the warmest city in Montenegro. 
The average temperatures in January are around 5°C, while the absolute minimum is -10°C.

Climate zone

Visas
For the stay of up to 30 days the citizens of the following countries do not need a visa for Montenegro: EU 
countries, Andorra, Albania, Australia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Byelorussia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Israel, Island, 
Japan, Canada, Liechtenstein, Macedonia, Moldavia, Monaco, Norway, New Zealand, Russia, Romania, USA, 
San Marino, Switzerland, Ukraine, Vatican. Citizens of other countries need visas (which can be issued in any 
diplomatic mission of Montenegro). 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and European Integration of Montenegro 
Stanka Dragojevica 2 
81000 Podgorica, Montenegro 
Tel: +382 (0)20 241 334
Fax: +382 (0)20 247 607
Website: www.mip.gov.me 

Car insurance
There is a mandatory insurance of the vehicles at the border crossings. The green card is valid for the following 
countries: Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Croatia, the Netherlands, Ireland, Italy, Israel, Iran, Island, Cyprus, Latvia, 
Luxemburg, Hungary, Morocco, Malta, Macedonia, Moldavia, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Poland, Romania, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey, Ukraine, Great Britain.
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Mountain Climate
The region of the high karsts mountains begins north and east of the rivers Piva, Komarnica and Moraca. It 
consists of small and well-preserved plains at an average altitude of 1700 meters. From these terraced areas 
mountain peaks rise up to 2000 meters above the sea.

In the region of the high karsts mountains the climate is a typical sub alpine climate, with cold snowy winters 
and moderate summers. While snow is a real rarity at the Montenegrin coast and in the basin of the Skadar 
Lake, at the same time there is up to 5 meters of snow on the mountain of Durmitor. In the northern parts of 
Montenegro, especially in the high mountains, due to low evaporation, the snow lingers a couple of months, 
sometimes even the whole year around.



Location
This little known country is only an hour flight from 
Rome or Budapest, one hour and a half from Zurich, 
and then your Montenegrin adventure can begin.

Neighbors: Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Serbia, 
Kosovo, Albania and Italy ( by the Adriatic Sea)

Time zone GMT+1

Area 13.812 km2

Climate Mediterranean

Official language Montenegrin

Form of Government Montenegro is Republic 
(Independent State from May 2006.) The Republic of 
Montenegro was admitted as a Member of the United 
Nations by General Assembly resolution 60/264 of 
28th June 2006. In December 2010, Montenegro 
received official candidate status for membership in EU.

Population over 650.000

Capital Podgorica (173.000 inhabitants) – the 
administrative and economic center

Old Royal Capital Cetinje – historical and cultural 
center

Ports Bar, Kotor, Herceg Novi, Budva and Risan

International airports Podgorica and Tivat (Cilipi 
Croatia)

The largest lake Skadar lake – 391 km²

The deepest Gorge Tara-1.300 m

The largest Bay  Boka Kotorska

National parks
Durmitor – 39.000 ha
Lovcen - 6.400 ha
Biogradska Gora – 5.400 ha
The Skadar Lake – 40.000 ha

Highest peak Bobotov kuk (Durmitor) 2.522m

Average temperature in July : 25ºC

Average temperature in January : 5ºC

Eletricity supply 220V/50Hz

TV/Video systems PAL

Veights & Measures Metric

Currency, ATMs & Credit Cards
Montenegro Currency in Montenegro is EURO (€), the 
official currency of eurozone. The exchange of other 
foreign currencies is carried out at the counters of 
business banks and currency exchange offices.

You have ATMs in every city. You can use MasterCard, 
Maestro, Visa and American Express card for paying 
in many shops and gas stations. Other cards are 
accepted in some of the banks in Montenegro. In all 
cities there are ATMs linked to Visa and MasterCard. 
It is also possible to exchange currencies at the banks, 
as well as pick up money from credit cards (VISA, 
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN, DINERS…). Some banks 
offer services for cashing Travelers cheques. At many 
shops, petrol stations and boutiques it is possible to 
pay by credit card.

Taxation
VAT: 17 % and 8%, Personal income tax max 9,5-25 %

Useful informations about  Montenegro
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Telecommunications
Fixed telephony: Crnogorski Telekom offers fixed 
telephony and internet services under the T-Com 
brand and mobile telephony services through the 
company T-Mobile Crna Gora.  All questions related to 
T-Com products and services (fixed telephony, bills, 
promotional offers, questions related to the phone 
book, support to the T-Com internet users, reporting 
of service interruptions) can be made at any time to 
the free Customer Care number 1500. Also, Crnogorski 
Telekom includes all country cellular phone coverage, 
high speed internet in Podgorica and all cities. 

Telephone services
Domestic: good, modern services in urban areas; 
about one-third of exchange capacity is digital.
International: satellite earth station

Mobile operators 

T Mobile (067)
Crnogorski Telekom 
Website: www. t-mobile.me

M Tel (068)
MTEL d.o.o.
Website: www. mtel-cg.com

Telenor (069)
Website:www.telenor.me 

We recommend using Pre-paid cards which can be 
bought in post offices and official operator’s selling 
points. 

Country code 
MNE and ME 

Courier services  
DHL
Marka Miljanova 52
81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
Tel: +382 (0)20 633996
Fax: +382 (0)20 633971
Website: www.dhl.com
Email: tgd-me@dhl.com 

FedEx
Rhea Express d.o.o.
Kralja Nikole bb
Business center Nikić
81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
Tel: +382 (0)20 601 100
Fax: +382 (0)20 601 101
Website: www.rheaexpress.me

UPS
Express Courier d.o.o.
Authorised Service Contractor for UPS
Cijevna 10
81102 Podgorica ,Montenegro
Tel.: + 382 (0)20 606 430
Fax: + 382 (0)20 606 431
Mob.: + 382 (0)68 811 301
Website: www.ups.com 
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About Us
Artikulacija Production is the first independent production company in Montenegro, founded in 2001. Since the 
beginning, it has been dedicated to innovative audiovisual production, international cooperation and implementation 
of high professional standards within Montenegrin audiovisual industry. We produced eight feature films, two 
documentary and short films, also we participated in production of many high-budget commercials for famous world 
brands and in many foreign TV projects which are broadcasted on the most prestigious TV channels.
 
We have established high production standards through the work and the experience which we have acquired so far 
working on projects in various areas, such as: production of films with author’s sensibility, production of commercials 
and organization of various promotional activities for numerous clients.
 
Artikulacija Production wants to get visibility both at regional and international level and thus most of our activities 
are directed towards collaboration with international partners. In that sense, Artikulacija has developed the network 
of our regular collaborators - production companies from region, established through co-productions and production 
services, with tendency of expanding the network in the future.
 
Being the most consistent and prolific filmmaking company in Montenegro, we are characterized by our remarkable style 
and production quality, confirmed through the cooperation with large number of distinguished partners from abroad.
 
Artikulacija Production consists of three main departments:
Film Production
Events and Promotions
Full production service and Locations scouting
 
We provide full production services for film & TV. It covers all stages of production, from casting to location scouting, 
filming, including:
•      Location scouting and management (Shooting permits...)
•      Casting
•      Access to equipment in region (camera, grip, lightning, studios)
•      Access to post production facilities in region
•      provides production support to other production companies in region

SOON!!! Equipment in Artikulacija (camera, grip, lightning)!



Concept, design and publishing
Artikulacija Production d.o.o.

Photographes provided by:

Artikulacija Production archive

National Tourism organisation of Montenegro
www.montenegro.travel

NGO Expedition, Kotor
www.expeditio.org

Duško Miljanić
Photographer

www.duskomiljanic.com

Vlado Ivančević
Personal photography archive
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